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An informational data bank is in the cells each person, in the genes of each person Эллэ. All information about 
origin and development of the prson, the earth and Selennaya, all history of their development is placed into 
one's genes Эллэ . Access to the informational data bank opens gradually as consciousness of the person clears. 
Opening of all the information is impossible without this process Эллэ . The informational data bank works at 
different wave levels beginning from the lowest waves to the highest waves Эллэ . Their range is vast. Work of 
Person begins from low waves Эллэ . Besides these waves work at different frequencies Эллэ . One wave can 
work at different frequencies Эллэ . And correspondingly information is different by level of complexity Эллэ . 
Initially at the first stages of work information goes in parts from informational data bank Эллэ . Genes begin to 
issue information, waves begin to radiate definite information as consciousness becomes ready to receive this 
information Эллэ . Later perception of information by consciousness of the person happens Эллэ . Work 
connecting with issue of next part of information goes gradually. Information goes in parts so that the 
consciousness of the person could have time to absorb it Эллэ . If Consciousness has not perceived definite 
information, work connecting with further clarification of Consciousness continues and this definite information 
“matures”, waits for the moment when it can be perceived Эллэ . Only when consciousness of the person is 
cleaned and prepared does enough information becomes available to go in different directions Эллэ . Gradually  
the person begins to receive all information which is necessary for him Эллэ . The informational data bank 
opens gradually because a quick, jerky opening would be like an explosion which the consciousness of the 
person and his physical body could not bear. Cells should be ready because of the opening of informational data 
bank means an unfolding of a huge potential of energy which did not work earlier. The cells of the person 
would not bear quick splash of this internal energy. This internal energy unfolds gradually, its issue goes in 
parts so that genes and cells can have time for reconstruction Эллэ , so that the person can realize this process 
himself Эллэ , so that Person can understand what processes are happening in his organism. The unfolding of 
this internal energy, the reconstruction of organism of the person mean that the person goes to new level of 
work Эллэ . A moment will come when quantitative accumulations will turn into quality and a leap in the 
development of the person, the earth and Selennaya will be Эллэ Эллэ. 


